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We investigate the statistics of selected rare events in a (1 + 1)-dimensional (classical) stochastic growth
model which describes the evolution of (quantum) random unitary circuits. In such classical formulation,
particles are created and/or annihilated at each step of the evolution process, according to rules which generally
favor a growing cluster size. We apply a large-deviation approach based on biased Monte Carlo simulations,
with suitable adaptations, to evaluate (a) the probability of ending up with a single particle at a specified final
time t f and (b) the probability of having particles outside the light cone, defined by a “butterfly velocity” vB , at
t f . Morphological features of single-particle final configurations are discussed, in connection with whether the
location of such particle is inside or outside the light cone; we find that joint occurrence of both events of types
(a) and (b) drives significant changes to such features, signaling a second-order phase transition.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.104.034122

I. INTRODUCTION

II. MODEL AND METHODS

In the study of quantum dynamics, one subject of interest
is the propagation of quantum information. Random quantum
circuits are useful in this connection, as they are minimally
structured models which manage to capture universal properties pertaining to entanglement growth. The spreading of
quantum operators under random circuit dynamics can be
measured by the “out-of-time-order correlator” (OTOC) [1].
It has been established [2] that both in one dimension (1D)
and in higher spatial dimensions, operator spreading and the
growth of the OTOC can be mapped to classical stochastic
growth models. Here we make use of this correspondence, and
study the time evolution of such classical systems, specializing to 1 + 1D.
We are interested in rare events which occur with very
small probabilities, also called large deviations [3–5]. In order
to achieve this we implement a large-deviation approach to
Monte Carlo simulations which involves sampling according
to a biased distribution [6,7]. In this way, instead of focusing on typical events which, for standard simulations, occur
with highest frequency, the peak of the associated probability
distribution is shifted toward the atypical ones which are
most relevant to our purposes. As described below, our basic
implementation of such ideas closely follows recent work
[8–11].
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we present
basic features of the model to be studied, as well as the calculational methods to be employed. Section III gives the results
of our calculations. Section IV is devoted to discussions and
conclusions.

Random unitary circuits (RUC) provide a simplified view
of the quantum process of operator growth. Consider an
operator O0 (e.g., a spin) initially localized near the origin; on Heisenberg time evolution it will become O0 (t ) =
U † (t ) O0 U (t ), acting on many sites. The “size” of O0 (t ) is
the size of the region in which O0 (t ) does not commute with
some local operator Yx at position x [2]. Assuming that both
O0 and Yx are Pauli-like operators, it can be shown that the
operator spread is ruled by the correlator C(x, t ) given by
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C(x, t ) = 1 − Trρ∞ O0 (t )Yx O0 (t )Yx ,

(1)

where ρ∞ denotes the infinite-temperature Gibbs state; the
second term, in which the operators are not time ordered, is
the OTOC [2]. In such a case, the local operators can be taken
to be literally spins localized on a lattice. The corresponding
pictorial representation of the evolution process in one spatial
dimension is shown in Fig. 1. A spin resides on each blue
lattice site. Each bond (depicted as a brown rectangle in the
figure) represents an independent Haar-random unitary, which
acts on the joint Hilbert space of two adjacent spins of local
Hilbert space dimension q each. Here we shall only consider
q = 2 (Ising spins). Correlations propagate along the lattice
via updating of bonds. In the quantum system each bond
update contributes to C(x, t ) of Eq. (1).
The classical stochastic formulation in 1 + 1D which corresponds to (quantum) RUC is as follows. Referring again
to Fig. 1, we start with an infinite chain with sites denoted
by integer numbers  (the bond between sites  and  + 1 is
referred to as “bond ”, for short). Initially all sites are empty
except for the “central” one where a single particle resides, so
the occupation number n (t = 0) = δ,0 . This corresponds to
the operator O0 of the quantum description.
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FIG. 1. Lattices sites in blue. In the RUC problem spins reside on
sites, and the brown rectangles represent independently Haar-random
unitaries acting on the Hilbert space of two adjacent spins. In the
classical growth model the rectangles denote bonds between adjacent
lattice sites; the latter’s occupation numbers evolve in time. At each
t the corresponding bonds are updated. The staggered placement
of rectangles corresponds, in the classical model, to the rule that
alternating halves of the lattice are sequentially updated according
to Eq. (2) (adapted from Fig. 1 of Ref. [2]).

The time evolution of this system proceeds via the update of bonds. This means changing the occupation numbers
{n , n+1 } of the sites connected to bond .
An elementary step consists of a simultaneous update of,
say, all even bonds 2; the next step is then a simultaneous
update of all odd bonds 2 − 1. So all sites are examined
once, and their occupations possibly changed, at each step.
See Fig. 1.
The update rules are as follows:
(R1) {n , n+1 }(t + 1) = {0, 0} if {n , n+1 }(t ) = {0, 0}.
(R2) if {n , n+1 }(t ) is any of {1, 0}, {0, 1}, or {1, 1}, then
⎧
⎨{1, 0} with probability p
{n , n+1 }(t + 1) = {0, 1} with probability p
, (2)
⎩{1, 1} with probability 1 − 2p
where p = 1/(q2 + 1) [2]. Here, for Ising spins, p = 1/5. In
this case, one may pictorially view the occupation numbers of
the classical formulation as akin to the individual spin states
of its quantum counterpart. Although particle annihilation is
possible, the above rules favor a cluster growing in size with
time.
The ensemble-averaged, time-dependent, length of the
cluster, which corresponds to the “size” of the OTOC, grows
linearly in time with a “butterfly” speed vB . In 1 + 1D the
exact results of Ref. [2] show that
vB =

q2 − 1
,
q2 + 1

(3)

so vB = 3/5 in the Ising case. vB gives the opening of the light
cone associated with the average operator spread.
Here we investigate the statistics of two species of atypical
events occurring in the evolution process described above.
(a) The probability of ending up with a single particle at a
“final” .time t f .
(b) The probability and morphology of “superluminar”
configurations, that is, ones which extend beyond the light
cone boundaries defined by x = ±vBt.

The physical motivation for the study of the above quantities can be understood as follows. First, given the update
rules spelt in Eq. (2), and with p = 1/5, the minimal final
value N f ≡ N (t f ) = 1 will only be achieved through some
very particular set of concurring, entropy-reducing, fluctuations occurring along the evolution process. Thus one would
expect the intermediate shapes assumed by the cluster at t <
t f to reflect the cumulative contributions of such fluctuations.
Conversely, realizations with larger N f would presumably
be free of effects of the sort. Second, given that vB signals
the speed of growth of the ensemble-averaged size of the
cluster, excursions outside the light cone should result from
the accumulation of rare cooperative effects of independent
fluctuations. Again, the question arises of how the accrual of
such effects leaves an imprint on the evolving cluster shapes.
Through a quantitative investigation, here we attempt to draw
connections between rare events of types (a) and (b), and
the morphological characteristics exhibited in the evolution
of the clusters associated with such events. In order to do so,
we first consider the statistics of N f = 1 events in Sec. III B;
general features of superluminar configurations are given in
Secs. III C 1 for N f = 1, and Sec. III C 2 for N f > 1. We
are then in a position, in Sec. III C 3, to look at the shape
and size of clusters with N f = 1, and check how those properties depend on whether the location of the single remaining
particle is supra- or subluminar. A configuration with N f = 1
would correspond, in the quantum RUC model, to the Heisenberg evolution of an operator in such a way that it ends up
having the same “size” with which it started (i.e., the length
over which it spreads at the end is basically the same as
the initial one, albeit that it may be shifted from the origin).
Similarly, a superluminar configuration would correspond to
a quantum evolution process in which the operator correlations spread over atypically long distances. Since both types
of events in the quantum domain would exhibit such very
specific features, one can expect them to be associated with
other distinctive traits belonging exclusively to the quantum
formulation.
We briefly describe our calculational methods as applied
to case (a). With PN (t ) being the probability of having a
configuration with N particles in total after t lattice updates,
the rules given above allow for 1  N (t )  2t with the most
probable value Nmp (t ) ≈ t. While the region close to the peak
of the distribution is well described, the low-probability tails
are much less richly sampled, which tends to compromise the
accuracy of evaluation of P1 (t f ) if t f  1.
Following Refs. [8–11], we consider a sequence Y =
(y(0) , y(1) , . . . , y(t f ) ) of configurations (each consisting of a
collection of occupation numbers {n (t )}), where the transitions y(t ) → y(t+1) follow the update rules; one always starts
with {n (0)} = δ0 . Y is called a history. The quantity of interest for a given history Y is N f (Y ) ≡ N (t f ), obtained from the
associated y(t f ) . With standard sampling, each history occurs
with its natural probability R(Y ).
In the large deviation Monte Carlo method, sample sequences are generated according to a biased distribution
Rθ (Y ), in which the probability is
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where θ is a fictitious temperature and Z (θ ) is a normalization
factor. For θ > 0 histories with smaller values of N f (Y ) will
be favored; the peak of the biased distribution is thus shifted
toward such configurations with low final density.
One can transform between the biased distribution Pθ (N f )
and the unbiased one P(N f ) which is of ultimate interest by
noting that [11]

Rθ (Y ) δN f (Y ),N f
Pθ (N f ) =
Y

=

e−N f /θ 
e−N f /θ
R(Y ) δN f (Y ),N f =
P(N f ).
Z (θ ) Y
Z (θ )

(5)

One generates the biased distributions Pθ (NF ) according to
a standard Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, through the analysis of a Markov chain of histories {Y (tMC )}, where the
Monte Carlo times tMC = 0, 1, 2 . . . , denote successive updates Y (tMC ) → Y (tMC + 1). For the update, one generates
a trial history Ytrial , which is accepted as the next element
Y (tMC + 1) of the Markov chain with the Boltzmann-like
probability
A(Y → Ytrial ) = min(1, e−{N f (Ytrial )−N f [Y (tMC )]}/θ ).

(6)

If Ytrial is not accepted, then Y (tMC + 1) = Y (tMC ). Such
transition rules indeed give probabilities as in Eq. (4) and,
as is well known, represent the Boltzmann-Gibbs equilibrium
distribution for a system at temperature θ [8].
The lattice update rules of Eq. (2) make use of
(pseudo-)random numbers (RN), to decide which among the
possible outcomes of the examination of each bond is chosen.
In the large deviation approach, the systematics of generating
trial configurations is as follows [8–11].
(i) Instead of generating an RN each time one is needed,
a collection of RNs is computed before running the actual
simulation, i.e., prior to generating a history Y , and stored in
a “list,” or vector, ξ [11]. This list is then consulted in ascending order, say, each time an RN is required in the buildup
of Y .
(ii) For a given tMC with its associated ξ (tMC ) and Y (tMC ), a
trial vector ξtrial is generated by randomly replacing a fraction
f of the components of ξ (tMC ) with freshly evaluated RNs;
this is used in simulating a trial history Ytrial .
(iii) If the latter is accepted according to Eq. (6), then one
makes ξ (tMC + 1) = ξtrial . Otherwise a new ξtrial is generated,
starting again from ξ (tMC ), with the respective Ytrial being
tested via Eq. (6).
As a rule of thumb, it is customary to choose f in step (ii)
above in such a way that approximately half the trial histories
are accepted [11].
In this way one probabilistically guides the path followed
by the successive Y (tMC ), toward a region of configuration
space where realizations of the evolution with the desired features are more frequent (relative to the unbiased case, which
corresponds to θ → ∞).
By choosing a number of suitable values of θ one can
generate a set of biased distributions, each of which is smooth
for a specific range of the variable of interest, in such a way
that pairs of said ranges overlap each other to some (not
necessarily very broad) extent. One then uses Eq. (5), and
its straightforward generalization for pairs of finite θ values,

FIG. 2. The rate function (N (t f )) defined in Eq. (7) for several
values of t f . The distributions P(N (t f )) were evaluated with 108 samples each. In all cases biased distributions, generally with θ = ±1
and 2, were used additionally to the unbiased ones (see text).

to fit the respective Z (θ ) by requiring each pair of adjacent
distributions to match one another within the corresponding
overlap range [8,10,11]. Starting from the unbiased distribution restricted to the range where it is most accurate, one then
fully reconstructs its full extent by joining smoothly shaped
pieces.
We illustrate the methods just described by checking that
the distributions studied here behave in line with the large
deviation principle [3–5]. We do this by evaluating the sizedependent rate function [11,12]. It can be seen that the sizelike
parameter in our problem is the final time t f [2]. It follows
from Eq. (2) that the maximum number of particles at time t f
equals 2 t f . So we take the density-like quantity N (t f )/2 t f as
the scaled variable to be used when comparing the P(N (t f ))
for different final times t f . Accordingly, we define the rate
function (N (t f )) as:
(N (t f )) = −

1
ln P(N (t f )).
2 tf

(7)

According to the large-deviation principle the size dependence of the rate function should vanish as the system “size”
increases [11,12].
Figure 2 shows that our numerical data do behave in the
expected way, with curves for various t f becoming closer to
one another as t f increases. For evaluation of the P(N (t f ))
we used biased distributions with both positive and negative
fictitious temperatures θ , corresponding respectively to the
left and right tails of the full curves shown. We generally took
θ = ±1 and 2, plus θ = 0.8 for t f = 120 and 1.5 for t f = 80,
to complement data for the left tail which is of particular
interest for single-particle final configurations (see Sec. III B
below).
Further comments on details of the implementation of
the approach outlined above, especially those regarding specific aspects of the processes studied here, are given in
Sec. III.
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III. RESULTS
A. Introduction

Examination of the rules given in Eq. (2) shows that,
for a given history, the number and places of occurrence of
nontrivial bond updates [i.e., differing from {0, 0} → {0, 0}]
are not a priori fixed. At time t the location  of each such
update (requiring an RN to decide its outcome) depends on
the results of previous updates. This is in contrast with the
cases analyzed in Refs. [8–11], where the total number of RNs
required for generating each configuration y(t ) of a history
is fixed. In such cases one can view each elementary RN
replacement, when building ξtrial from ξ (tMC ), as analogous
to changing the probability of a given (local) spin flip when
simulating a magnetic system [11]. The complementary fact
that a nonreplaced RN then corresponds to a certain spin
which undergoes the same process, at the same “microscopic”
time t, as in the previous history, is in line with the idea that
replacing a few RNs amounts to a “small” local change to the
process being simulated.
In the present case, the replacement of a single RN may
have effects throughout the extension of the light cone associated with the bond where it occurs. Thus the “local spin-flip”
analogy invoked in previous cases is not obviously applicable
here. Even so, we have found that following rules (i)–(iii)
given at the end of Sec. II can be enough to yield the desired
outcome of producing biased sampling as defined in Eq. (4).
Furthermore, we have seen that replacing a fraction f between 1.25% and 2.5% of the components of a vector ξ in
simulations of the RUC model has a similar effect, in terms
of the acceptance rate of trial configurations via Eq. (6), to
replacing of order 10% of the corresponding vector for other
cases [8–11]. This is very likely related to the nonlocal effects
of replacing RNs in the current model, alluded to above.
In practice we generated an initial ξ slightly overdimensioned, with M = 3t 2f /4 components (corresponding to a
matrix with t f /2 lines, 3t f /2 columns in 1 + 1D), so one could
be sure that the end of the list would not be reached during
the build-up of a history Y . Each time a history is accepted,
we record the locations {, t} where RNs were used. For the
following trial history we randomly replace a fraction f of the
RNs associated with the set of previously used locations. In
doing so we are attempting to realize the concept of a “local”
change in the closest possible way, given the update rules.
In our simulations of RUC evolution the process always
starts with the same configuration, namely n (t = 0) = δ,0 .
With standard (unbiased) sampling, this means that there is
no need to wait for “thermalization.” This is in contrast with
other problems described via Monte Carlo methods, where in
general one starts with arbitrary initial conditions, and must
run the simulation until such a “microscopic” time tR when
those conditions are “forgotten,” and the system relaxes into a
steady state.
However, for biased sampling as described above, one still
has a different sort of equilibration, related to the fictitious
temperature θ , as the steps of the Markov chain are correlated
via Eq. (6). As stated in Sec. II, rules (i)–(iii) given there
ensure that the path followed by the successive Y (tMC ) leads
the system to the appropriate region of configuration space.
So it takes a finite amount of Monte Carlo time tMC for such

FIG. 3. N f (θ, tMC ) are averages, at fixed tMC , over 104 independent histories of RUC evolving up to t f = 40, for various fictitious
temperatures θ. The “standard” label corresponds to unbiased sampling, θ → ∞. For finite θ trial vectors ξtrial have a fraction f =
0.025 of the components of previous ξMC randomly replaced (see
text).

relaxation process to take place. We illustrate this in Fig. 3,
where for each curve we ran ns = 104 independent Markov
chains up to tMC = 4000, each chain composed of histories
starting with a single particle at the origin and evolving to
t f = 40. At successive intervals tMC = 100 we evaluated the
average N f (θ , tMC ) over the ns samples.
As anticipated, the curve corresponding to unbiased sampling shows no relaxation effects.
Although our main interest here is the limit of low N f ,
corresponding to θ > 0, for completeness we looked at thermalization in cases where the bias is toward high final
densities, enabled via making θ < 0. The curves for θ = −1.0
and −3.5 in Fig. 3 illustrate that the approach to stationarity is
qualitatively similar to that for θ > 0, only it is from below. In
summary, the bias always takes the system’s average density
away from the unbiased value given by the blue points in the
figure.
The finite-θ curves fit reasonably well to
N f (θ , tMC ) = N f0 (θ ) + aθ e−tMC /τMC (θ ) .

(8)

The adjusted decay times are τMC (θ ) = 540(35), 204(11),
93(10) for θ = 1.0, 2.0, and 3.5 respectively. For θ = −1.0
and −3.5 one has τMC (θ ) = 104(2) and 81(10). For θ = 1.0
a much improved fit is found by assuming a superposition of
long- and short-lived equilibration processes,
N f (θ , tMC ) = N f0 (θ ) + aθ e−tMC /τMC (θ )
1

+ bθ e−tMC /τMC (θ )
2

[ θ = 1.0 ],

(9)

where aθ and bθ turn out to be of the same order of magnitude,
1
2
τMC
(θ ) = 1076(27), τMC
(θ ) = 128(4). We applied Eq. (9) to
cases with longer final (“real”) times t f  200 as well, which
will turn out to be relevant in what follows, and found that
for a range of θ  1 the longest Monte Carlo decay time
1
τMC
(θ ) always remains in the range (1-2) × 103 . So in our
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FIG. 4. Probability distributions P(N (t f )), Pθ (N (t f )), for total
number of particles after t f = 40 lattice updates. The “standard” label denotes unbiased sampling, θ → ∞. Effective length of Markov
chain corresponds to 106 independent samples for unbiased case, 107
update attempts (see Sec. II) for θ = 2.0.

FIG. 5. Result of matching probability distributions P(N (t f ))
and Pθ (N (t f )) displayed in Fig. 4, following Eq. (5). Symbol labels
are the same as that figure. Data are superimposed for 25  N (t f ) 
32, corresponding to the range actually used for the matching of
curves.

simulations we generally decided to discard the first 8000 MC
steps in order to avoid inclusion of nonequilibrated samples.
Since one needs at the very least some 106 truly equilibrated
samples to generate suitably smooth probability distributions
for application of the large-deviation MC approach, it is seen
that avoiding relaxation effects takes less than 1% of the total
computational effort involved.

that the Gaussian description works reasonably well as a first
approximation.
For longer final times t f , one must resort to values of θ < 2
in order to have direct access to P1 (t f ). The combination of
ballistic drift and diffusive broadening of the front [2] suggests a semiquantitative estimate, based again on a Gaussian
approximation, giving what is expected to be an upper bound
for P1 (t f ):

B. Statistics of N f = 1 configurations

P1G (t f ) ≈ a t −1/2
exp(−b t f ).
f

In Fig. 4 we show the probability distribution PN (t f ) for
t f = 40, evaluated both with standard (unbiased) sampling
and with θ = 2.0. For the latter case, taking into account the
results exhibited in Fig. 3 we discarded start-up simulation
data corresponding to tMC  2000.
It is seen that the standard distribution loses accuracy for
N  20. As already mentioned in Sec. II, in line with the usual
procedures of the large-deviation approach [8–11] we search
for a range of N (t f ) of common support for the biased and
unbiased distributions, where both exhibit smooth features.
Referring to Fig. 4, we find that this corresponds to 20 
N (t f )  35. Within this range we match both distributions via
Eq. (5), thus extracting an accurate estimate of Z (θ ).
Figure 5 shows the result of the matching procedure using
25  N (t f )  32, from which one gets Z −1 (θ ) = 958(5) ×
103 . This in turn gives P1 (t f ) = 3.51(2) × 10−10 . The largest
source of systematic uncertainty for the latter quantity seems
to be the matching process itself, rather than the underlying
accuracy of (the smooth regions of) the distributions, which is
quite satisfactory when one uses 106 -107 samples as here.
From a Gaussian fit to the [20–50] data range for the
standard simulation data of Fig. 4, one finds the extrapolated
estimate P1G (t f ) = 5.9 × 10−10 . This is in line with the idea
that near the lower bound the distribution must fall more
steeply than predicted by a Gaussian picture, which assumes
the curve to extend indefinitely to lower values. However,
the discrepancy is only by a factor of order two, suggesting

Using t f = 40 data from Fig. 4 plus results from an unbiased
simulation for t f = 200 in Eq. (10), one gets a ≈ 0.0682, b ≈
0.418. Thus, for example, P1G (200) = 2.37 × 10−39 .
We have numerically estimated P1 (t f ) for a few t f  200,
which required use of θ values as low as 0.8. The results are
exhibited in Fig. 6, together with the form given in Eq. (10).
It can be seen that the latter indeed acts as a rather stringent
upper bound for the former, exceeding the numerical result by
no more than a single order of magnitude for t f = 200.

(10)

C. Superluminar configurations

We wish to investigate configurations in which one or more
particles reach a region of space outside the characteristic light
cone. Thus, for evolution up to a final time t f we search for
occupied sites with coordinates x such that
|x| > vB t f ,

(11)

where vB = 0.6 is the “butterfly” speed in this case [2].
1. Single-particle configurations

Initially, for ease of visualization we concentrated on the
subset of configurations with N f = 1. In what follows we take
t f = 40. We saw in Sec. III B that P1 (t f ) = 3.51(2) × 10−10 .
In order to generate richer statistics for the low-N f end of
the distribution, we used a biased simulation with θ = 1.5
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FIG. 6. Red squares are numerical results for probability P1 (t f )
of finding a single remaining particle at t = t f , for t f = 40, 80,
120, 160, and 200. Uncertainties are smaller than symbol sizes. The
dashed blue line is the Gaussian approximation, Eq. (10).

and Ns = 109 MC steps in all, and selected the resulting configurations which ended up with N f = 1. On account of the
bias we obtained Pθ=1.5 (N f = 1) = 1.9 × 10−3 , which translates to the size of the restricted ensemble being ≈1.9 × 106
configurations. Note that, since each of the chosen configurations has its intrinsic probability biased by the same factor,
see Eq. (4), they all have the same weight in the restricted
ensemble.
Figure 7 shows the site-dependent (conditional) probability
P1c (x f , t f ) of having the single remaining particle at position
x f . Given the size of the restricted ensemble, we cannot access
values of P1c (x f , t f )  10−6 . Consequently the superluminar
region |x| > 24 is out of direct reach. The data for pairs
of neighboring sites show a tendency toward degeneracy, to
which we will return later on in Sec. III C 2. For the moment
we note that, after averaging for such short-range effects, the

FIG. 7. Conditional probability P1c (x f , t f ) of having a particle at
position x f , given that only a single particle remains, against position
x f (at t f = 40). Restricted ensemble has ≈1.9 × 106 independent
configurations. Blue line is a Gaussian fit to the data (see text).

FIG. 8. Ensemble-averaged local site occupations ρ(x) at t f =
40 against position x, for 107 independent samples. Dashed red lines
mark boundaries of light cone at x = ±vB t f = ±24.

available data are remarkably well fitted by a Gaussian function of width σ = 4.62(2), shown as a blue line in the figure.
Its peak lies within less than half a lattice spacing of the origin.
Similarly to the case discussed in connection with Eq. (10),
we assume that the Gaussian description remains a reasonable
one away from the region for which it was originally fitted.
Accepting this, one finds that the region contained beyond
the boundaries of the light cone, i.e., P1c (x f > vBt f , t f ) corresponds to the area below the standard error function beyond
|x| ≈ 5σ , which is ≈10−12 . At this point one can return to
the original (unbiased) distribution and estimate, from the data
exhibited in Fig. 5, P1 (|x f | > vBt f ) ≈ 3.5 × 10−22 .
2. Configurations with N f  1

We now consider the ensemble of all possible final configurations, irrespective of the total number of particles remaining.
We took t f = 40 and measured the site occupation averages
ρ(x) (ensemble-averaged local site occupations, with unbiased sampling) at t f over 107 independent samples, with
results shown in Fig. 8. Note a degeneracy of ensembleaveraged densities on pairs of neighboring sites. This was
already pointed out in connection with Fig. 7, and is a consequence of the symmetries embedded in the evolution rules
given through Eq. (2). Such degeneracy is broken (to a quantitatively small degree) by the introduction of a directional bias,
as shown below.
With Nout ≡ N (|x| > vB t f ) being the integrated density
on sites outside the light cone, and Nall the corresponding
quantity over the whole lattice, the relevant fraction is fout ≡
Nout /Nall .
The data exhibited in Fig. 8 give fout = 0.07218 . . . . Increasing t f makes the rate of decrease of ρ(x) around x =
vB t f become steeper. The midway points where the density
becomes half of the plateau value ρ(0) coincide with |x| =
vB t f to a very good extent, as is already the case depicted in
Fig. 8. For t f = 80 one gets fout = 0.05373 . . . .
We wish to generate statistical samples containing many
configurations with occupied sites outside the light cone.
L
R
Defining Nout
= N (x < −vB t f ), Nout
= N (x > vB t f ), with
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FIG. 9. Ensemble-averaged local site occupations ρτ (x) at t f =
40 against position x. The “std” label denotes unbiased sampling, see
Fig. 8. Curves labeled τ = 2.0 and −2.0 correspond to biased sampling, see Eqs. (12) and (13). 107 independent samples in all cases.
Dashed red lines mark boundaries of light cone at x = ±vB t f =
±24.
L
R
, fout
, one possible
the corresponding occupation fractions fout
L,R
way to enhance one of the fout is to introduce a directional
bias in the sampling process. In analogy with the fictitious
temperature θ introduced in Eq. (4), which couples to the
number of particles N (t f ), we introduce a second “temperature” τ coupled to the position of the leftmost occupied site at
f
t f , xlm
.

Rτ (Y ) =

f
1
R(Y ) e−xlm (Y )/τ ,
Zlm (τ )

(12)

where Zlm (τ ) is once more a suitable normalization constant.
This is the simplest way to incorporate the desired sort of bias.
Of course different choices could be made for the quantity to
be coupled to τ , such as the center-of-mass location of the
full configuration at t f . However, we shall not investigate such
possibilities here.
Again in analogy with the density-biased case described in
Eqs. (4)–(6), we generate a Markov chain of histories Y (tMC ),
with updates from Y (tMC ) to Y (tMC + 1) following the generation of trial configurations Ytrial , for which the acceptance
probability Aτ is
f

f

Aτ (Y → Ytrial ) = min(1, e−{xlm (Ytrial )−xlm [Y (tMC )]}/τ ).

(13)

Figure 9 shows the results of sampling from biased ensembles, according to Eqs. (12) and (13), for both positive and
L
negative values of τ . For τ = 2.0 one gets fout
= 0.1489 . . . ,
L
to be compared to fout = 0.03609 . . . for the unbiased case.
The biased-sampling scheme thus introduced indeed affects
the overall density outside the light cone, as was the original
intention. For biased cases, see the small breakdown of density degeneracy within pairs of neighboring sites, remarked on
earlier.
For a given τ the transformation between the biased disf
tribution Pτ (xlm
) and the unbiased one goes along the same
lines as that given in Eq. (5) for the case of Pθ (N f ), P(N f ).

FIG. 10. Ensemble-averaged local site occupations ρτ (x) at
t f = 40 against position x. The “std” label denotes unbiased sampling, while the curve labeled τ = 2.0 corresponds to biased
sampling, see Fig. 9; “std(rec.)” denotes ρstd (x) reconstructed from
ρτ (x), τ = 2.0 (see text). Note logarithmic scale for the vertical
axis.

However, in order to make a similar transformation reconstructing the unbiased ρstd (x) of Fig. 9 from ρτ (x), further
steps are needed.
At a given x the ensemble-averaged density takes contributions from many biased histories Y , each of which has
f
its own value of xlm
and, associated with it, an exponential
f
weight factor which depends on xlm
/τ . There is also an overall
normalization factor Zlm (τ ), see Eq. (12). Thus one must
keep track of the individual contributions, for all x, of each
f
biased history Y with its own xlm
and reweight them with
f
the exponential factor exlm /τ . The normalization factor can be
numerically adjusted at the end.
We proceeded as just described, for the samples used in
Fig. 9 for τ = 2, and reconstructed ρstd (x), see the curve
denoted by “std(rec.)” in Fig. 10.
One sees in Fig. 10 that even close to the cutoff at x = −40,
the averaged densities predicted either by the unbiased curve
or by the reconstructed one coincide to within 1–2%: both
are of order 10−4 . So ρstd (x) is already rather accurate for
|x| ∼ t f .
The reasons for this are as follows: (i) there is a hard limit
to the range of x beyond which particles are not allowed at all,
namely x = ±t f ; and (ii) the average local density everywhere
results from collecting samples without restrictions over all
accepted histories Y , each of which may contribute to occupation near the cutoff regardless of its N f . Compare this, e.g., to
P(N f ) for small N f ∼ 1. Owing to the update rules, final configurations with very few particles are extremely infrequent,
so the overwhelming majority of histories do not contribute to
that in unbiased sampling.
3. Configurations with N f = 1: Bottlenecks

We now turn to the discussion of morphological features
of the connected set of successive configurations assumed by
the cluster of occupied sites, as it evolves from t = 0 to t f
according to the 1 + 1-D RUC growth rules given in Eq. (2).
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In what follows, such set will be referred to as a configuration,
for short. Concerning the subset of processes which end with
a single particle at the final time t f , for the Ising case q = 2 of
interest here it has been predicted [13] that a phase transition
takes place in the shape of the associated configurations: from
“fat,” i.e., a compact shape, for configurations ending within
the light cone (x f < vB t f ), to “thin,” i.e., exhibiting a large
density of stringlike portions or “bottlenecks,” for superluminar ones (x f > vBt f ).
In what follows we adapt the ideas developed in Secs.
III C 1 and III C 2 to the numerical investigation of such
predictions.
One needs to enhance the probability of obtaining the right
sort of configuration, namely one (i) with a single particle left
at the end, and (ii) preferably outside the light cone. It has
been shown respectively in Secs. III B and III C 2 how either
requisite can be fulfilled separately.
We propose the simplest possible ad hoc generalization,
namely assuming a multiplicative form for the Boltzmann-like
factor in the Metropolis update scheme. That is,


 f 
f 
P N f , xlm
∝ exp − (N f /θ ) − xlm
/τ ,
(14)
see Eqs. (4) and (12).
To show that Eq. (14) is appropriate for our purposes in
this section, first note that we will be confining ourselves
to the restricted ensemble of configurations with N f = 1; of
f
. As already
course the location of that particle will be x f = xlm
argued in connection with Fig. 7, the factor exp(−1/θ ) gives
the same bias to all final configurations being considered (and
different from that for the ones with N f > 1). Within this
subset, those with the single particle further to the left are
f
are
more favored; those configurations sharing the same xlm
equally biased by the τ -dependent factor.
This is convenient, as the relative probability of occurrence
of any two configurations in the subsubset with (i) N f = 1 and
f
is then, similarly to the case of Fig. 7,
(ii) sharing the same xlm
the same as the ratio of their natural (unbiased) probabilities
of occurring.
Having this in mind, we ran simulations with the Metropolis probability according to Eq. (14) above. We used two
sets of (θ , τ ), namely (0.6,1.5) and (0.4,1.0). So particles are
pulled to the left of x = 0 (where the initial particle is).
Figure 11 shows two selected configurations with t f = 40
and N f = 1, one subluminar and the other superluminar. It can
be seen that in both cases the qualitative features predicted in
Ref. [13] are unequivocally present: The superluminar (blue)
configuration consists mostly of stringlike segments, while
the subluminar (magenta) one exhibits a broad hull almost
everywhere except close to t = 0 and t f (though with a few
internal voids).
We studied the statistics of bottlenecks, i.e., the number Nbn
of constant-t cross-sections of a given N f = 1 configuration
(other than the t = 0 and t = t f ones) which have a single
particle.
In Figure 12 the vertical axis gives the ensemble-averaged
number Nbn  of bottlenecks according to (scaled) final position of single particle x f /t f , for t f = 40, 60, 80, and 100.
For each value of t f we generated 109 samples in total,
for each of the (θ , τ ) pairs mentioned above. For all sets

FIG. 11. Spacetime diagrams representing two configurations
with N f = 1, one subluminar (magenta triangles) and the other superluminar (blue hexagons), taken from a simulation with θ = 0.6,
τ = 1.5, see Eq. (14), and t f = 40.

of (t f , θ , τ ) approximately 107 turned out to have N f = 1.
Because of the low value of the directional-bias temperature,
essentially all N f = 1 configurations have x f < 0 in this case.
Even so, we have found that those lying outside the light cone
are in a clear minority. For the data depicted in Fig. 12 the
largest fraction of N f = 1 configurations which are superluminar is ≈0.7%, for t f = 40. Note that, due to the normalization
used, for a given t f it is appropriate to mix Nbn  data for
both pairs of biasing parameters. We have seen that results
for (θ , τ ) = (0.4, 1.0) behave smoothly for intervals of x f /t f
generally farther from the origin than those corresponding to
(0.6,1.5), though with a reasonably broad intermediate range

FIG. 12. The vertical axis gives the average number Nbn  of bottlenecks according to (scaled) final position of single particle x f /t f ,
for t f = 40, 60, 80, and 100. Averages are taken over the restricted
ensemble of configurations with N f = 1. Data were generated with
(θ, τ ) = (0.6, 1.5) and (0.4,1.0), see Eq. (14) and text. Inset: Points
are Nbn −1
c [(inverse) Nbn  at x f /t f = −vB ]; line is parabolic fit of
data against 1/t f (see text).
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where such intervals intersect (the respective data coinciding
with one another within small fluctuations).
Figure 12 shows that Nbn  increases when |x f | approaches
vBt f , and (for finite t f ) shows a trend to keep increasing
beyond that; larger values of t f are associated with steeper
growth rates for Nbn . This is in qualitative agreement with
the existing prediction of a fat-to-thin transition at x f =
vBt f [13]. Defining Nbn c as the value of Nbn  at the (assumedly critical) position x f /t f = −vB , the inset of Fig. 12
−1
depicts Nbn −1
c against t f . The dashed line is a parabolic
fit of the data. Of course, adjusting four points with three
free parameters is only an attempt to probe for underlying trends, the results of which should be considered with
due caution. Estimating an uncertainty of order 4% for each
data point, the extrapolated intercept of the vertical axis
2
is limt −1
Nbn −1
c = 0.01 ± 0.02, with χdof = 1.8. Thus we
f →0
find indications which are broadly compatible with the existence of a second-order transition for Nbn  at x f /t f = −vB ,
for configurations with N f = 1.
In summary, our results indicate the applicability of studying the statistics of bottlenecks to provide numerical evidence
concerning the predicted fat-to-thin transition.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the statistics of selected rare events in
RUC evolution processes. To this end, we have applied a
large-deviation approach whose general characteristics are
well-established [8–11]. In order to take into account some
specific features of RUC evolution, two main adaptations are
needed.
First, the procedure of replacing a single RN of the vector
list ξ , defined in Sec. II, may have effects throughout the
extension of the light cone associated with the bond where it
occurs. Thus the “local spin-flip” analogy invoked in previous
applications is not obviously applicable. Even so, we verified
that rules (i)–(iii) given at the end of Sec. II work well here.
The main difference to other cases in the literature is that,
in order to obey the rule of thumb of having approximately
50% of the trial histories accepted [11], one needs change
only between 1.25% and 2.5% of the components of ξ , to be
compared to the usual 10% or so used elsewhere [8–11].
Also, in our simulations of RUC evolution the process always starts with the same configuration, namely n (t = 0) =
δ,0 . So, with standard (unbiased) sampling there is no need
to wait for “thermalization.” On the other hand, for biased
sampling a distinct sort of equilibration takes place. Figure 3
illustrates that for finite temperature bias θ , it takes a finite
amount of Monte Carlo time tMC for the path followed by the
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successive Y (tMC ) to lead the system to the appropriate region
of configuration space.
By incorporating the adaptations just recalled, we produced accurate estimates of P1 (t f ) as low as 10−40 for t f =
200, which is a suitably large value of t f for our purposes
here. Remarkably, we have found the actual distribution P1 (t f )
to differ only slightly from a Gaussian shape. Figure 6 shows
that using the latter approximation results in a mismatch of at
most one order of magnitude out of 40 [for P1 (t f ) at t f = 200].
Regarding superluminar configurations, Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate that these are in general very unlikely to occur. In order to
increase the number of realizations with occupied sites outside
the light cone, we introduced in Eq. (12) a new temperaturelike bias parameter τ associated with a directional bias.
For some quantities of interest, the form Eq. (12) is especially convenient when used together with the idea of
analyzing restricted ensembles in which the bias factor is the
same for all samples considered. Thus their relative probability is unchanged (this latter concept was first used here in
connection with the unbiased-sampling data of Fig. 7). One
then has the latitude to employ ad hoc schemes via Eqs. (12)
and (13), to evaluate suitable averages with no need to work
back to the original distribution.
It can be seen, for example, that the ensemble-averaged
density distributions shown in Fig. 9 tend to coincide at the
right end because the Boltzmann-like factor in Eq. (12) was
defined as depending only on the position of the leftmost particle at t f . Considered on its own, such feature could be deemed
as a mere artifact. However, the same definition comes to
one’s advantage in Sec. III C 3, where one is looking at the
subset of configurations (i) with a single particle at the end
and (ii) outside and, say, on the left of, the light cone. In this
particular case, as explained in Sec. III C 3, the choice made
ensures that the configurations used in evaluating bottleneck
numbers for Fig. 12 have the correct relative weights. See
Eq. (14).
Finally, Figs. 11 and 12 lend numerical support to the
prediction of a fat-to-thin transition for the subset of configurations ending with a single particle [13], depending on where
the last particle ends up relative to the light cone.
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